## Locks / Hinges

### Handles / Hinges / Door Parts

- **Large Cabinet / With Slide Bolts / Square / Airtight**
- **Airtight Latches**
- **Retaining Latches**
- **Square Latches**
- **Latches / Hinges / Door Parts**

### Latches

- **Canopy / Small Canopy**
- **Canopy Latches**
- **Small Canopy Latches**

---

**Cautions**
- The upper and lower brackets can be positioned according to the material. L min-dimension must be larger than the minimum dimension of contraction. (If L min is smaller, hinges or stays might be damaged)
- When two brackets are used, they might slide in sync.

---

Visitors can check out misumiusa.com for the most current pricing and lead time.

---

**Check out misumiusa.com for the most current pricing and lead time.**